
Town Meeting 

3/13/18 

 

Chair: Rylee 

Co-chair: Henny 

Secretary: Maegan 

 

Precursors:  

 

Announcements: 

From Jennifer: FabFest feedback collected 

at 

https://goo.gl/forms/TWgWlvIW7DDNZv

Qr2 

March Book Madness 

Gun sense Walk out tomorrow 

 

 

Motions: 

https://goo.gl/forms/TWgWlvIW7DDNZvQr2
https://goo.gl/forms/TWgWlvIW7DDNZvQr2


Thursday Schedule 

Change early release  

A put back in, cancelling TA 

E block also cancelled  

 

Discussions: 

2018-2019 schedule 

Two chunks of time instead of TA, time to 

make up work and meet with teachers, of 

the two TA blocks 1 used for I block, also 

having either one  evened out during the 

week, 

It would be for the whole school except 

middle school might be different, 

It isn't mandatory, work time and or to 

meet with teachers, we would decide if it is 

TA or I block, wide range for uses for this 

block, there were specific days for I blocks 

and TA time, I block is more of a academic 



time, teachers use a good amount of time to 

get things together, thinking about how we 

use our class time, teachers should have a 

lunch time to eat lunch, 6th and 7th graders 

are missing TA and some lunch to make up 

class work, I block is good because when 

you need to meet with a teacher and meet 

with clubs it isn't such a burden for them 

during lunch time, makes it better  for 

everyone, when we lower 8:20 blocks, it is 

better for more people to have work blocks, 

if option one  only one TA?, it won't look the 

same for middle school, if I block makes a 

block and a half can teacher go into the 

classes, more people that come to town 

meeting, teachers loose more time, even 

with these short blocks set in place, 90 

minutes a week to work on work, I block a 

break in your day, stress relief block, if 



students misses a test, they use lunch to 

make up test, 

Teachers would like extra time to help 

students understand it better, important 

resource for middle schoolers, changing the 

name, short times used for TA, evening out 

the  

Blocks, better for the teachers, other 

schools make all of the blocks the same, 

makes the week better for the teachers in 

the way they can have students come to 

them, very first town meeting after Spring 

break we consider more variations of 

options two, We are not voting now. 

Continued next town meeting 

Community day Update? 

Grade inflation discussion 


